DMAP
BOARD OF
DIRECTORS:

WILL YOU BE ON THE OFFICIAL
DMAP LIST?
In January 2019, and every year following, we will
publish a list of every organization that has been
approved by the DMAP Board of Directors. This
official DMAP list will serve as a public statement of
acknowledgment for the hard work and dedication
each organization put forth during the application
and annual progress report process.

»»David Holder, CDME, Chair
»»Maura Gast, FCDME,
Vice-Chair

»»Virginia Haley, CDME,

Immediate Past Chair

START YOUR DMAP
APPLICATION TODAY

AWARDS, CERTIFICATES
AND RECOGNITION

Destinations International member

DMAP offers many ways to recognize
accredited organizations. Plaques are
on order for each organization that
completed a successful application in
2018, and certificates are being printed to
recognize all organizations that complete
their annual progress form.

organizations that register for DMAP
between now and the end of the year
can take advantage of the current
application pricing before a program
fee increase takes place in 2019.
There is no need to have everything
in place before starting; the system
will give you a period of 12 months
to complete the application. If you
have questions about starting your
application, please reach out to
DMAP@destinationsinternational.org.

In addition to the tangible recognition,
we would also like to share your DMAP
story with others. We are collecting
submissions on the good, bad and ugly of
your accreditation process. To schedule
an interview or submit a story idea, email
DMAP@destinationsinternational.org.
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»»Cody Chomiak, CDME
»»Mark Crabb, FCDME, CMP
»»John Cychol, FCDME, CTA
»»Anne Druck, CDME
»»Karen Fisher, CDME
»»Dennis Johnson, CDME
»»Kristin M. Lamoureux, Ph.D.
»»Misty Johantgen, CDME
»»Jose Sotolongo
»»Tania Armenta
»»Mary Hammond, CDME
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isit Panama City
Beach is honored to
be one of the newest
members of the Destination
Marketing Accreditation
Program (DMAP). To be
qualified to serve among
some of the strongest industry
leaders truly exemplifies the
work and dedication of both
our staff and the tourism
community.
Our Board of Directors found
value in the Destinations
International accreditation
process when reformulating
our strategic plan in 2016,
evaluating how Visit Panama
City Beach could become

a trusted, industry leading
destination organization locally,
regionally and nationally. The
destination has seen substantial
growth within the past 10 years,
and our destination depends on
supportive organizations, such
as Destinations International,
to drive economic impact
and sustainability within our
community. The Destinations
International accreditation, as
well as DestinationNEXT, are
imperative for any destination
organization to build
credibility and support in their
community, as well as protect
the organization’s funding
sources.

The journey toward
accreditation should start
with a strong strategic plan
to provide the framework of
your organization, allowing
consistency and transparency
throughout the process.
This accreditation lends
credibility to the organization
and what we do, and it reminds
the staff that we are working
to the best of our ability and
are worthy as a destination
organization.
Sincerely,
Dan Rowe
President & CEO
Visit Panama City Beach

NEW STANDARD SPOTLIGHT
CATEGORY:

ASPIRATIONAL

Standard:

The Destination Organization creates opportunities for visitors and/or meeting planners
and attendees to further contribute to the destination through volunteer efforts in the
destination.

Description:

Provide written evidence describing the volunteer information the destination organization
provides and/or volunteer program(s) the destination organization recommends. *Examples
include: Volunteer match programs, lists of volunteer opportunities for meeting planners
and/or leisure visitors, or participation with a “voluntourism” organization.

Guidelines:

This is not meant to include volunteer efforts taken on by the destination organization
staff. This is about opportunities provided to visitors to make an additional positive impact
on the community by undertaking a community service initiative while they are in the
destination. Food bank drives and programs such as Habitat for Humanity and participation
by the Destination Organization in PCMA’s Giving Good program are examples of ways the
destination can support this standard.

CATEGORY:

BRANDING

Standard:

The destination organization conducts a brand review at a minimum of every five years.

Description:

Documentation of brand review process (date, scope, etc.)

Guidelines:

A brand review provides an opportunity to evaluate the strength of a brand, to underscore
the value of the brand with its customer base and to reposition the brand, if necessary, to
reflect changes in the marketplace. Documentation should include narrative that shows how
the brand position was determined and what methods the destination organization uses to
reinforce and manage that brand. The result of the review could also be a reaffirmation of
the current brand position.

CATEGORY:

TECHNOLOGY

Standard:

The destination organization has a technology plan.

Description:

The destination organization has a copy of the technology plan.

Guidelines:

A technology plan directs where an organization is currently and maps out where it needs
to be in the future with regard to the technology and its infrastructure in the organization.
It is particularly helpful in planning for what can be significant expenditures for certain
investments, such as customer relationship management systems or content management
systems. The plan should also include procurement policies and replacement strategies.

ENCOURAGING
MEETING PLANNERS
TO WORK WITH
DMAP APPROVED
ORGANIZATIONS
DMAP LOGO AND ASSETS
The rebrand is complete, and all DMAP-approved
organizations should now be using the latest version
of the DMAP seal. This orange and blue seal with a star
in the middle replaces the former dark blue with star
seal. Accredited destination organizations are strongly
encouraged to utilize the DMAP accredited seal in
appropriate places such as on letterhead, business cards,
web pages and in printed/electronic promotional materials.
There are no restrictions on the size of the DMAP
accredited seal, but the seal must maintain its color and
form. The symbol may be generated electronically if the
form and color are maintained.
Accredited destination organizations should use the
following language when publicly (on their website and
in promotional materials) describing their accreditation
status: The destination organization is accredited by the
Destination Marketing Accreditation Program (DMAP) of
Destinations International, 2025 M Street, N.W., Suite 500,
Washington, D.C., 20036, USA, Ph. 202-296-7888.
To request all logo files or to confirm proper seal usage,
email DMAP@DestinationsInternational.org

DMAP ANNUAL PROGRESS
REPORTS NOW AVAILABLE!
Every year around this time, all DMAP organizations will
need to complete and submit their annual progress reports.
The questions on this form address any operational
improvements made since your last application, or major
governance changes in the past year. If you are starting a
new application or a renewal application, you do not have
to turn in an annual progress form. In prior years, annual
progress forms were emailed back and forth as a PDF or
fax scan. Now, you can access the form on the Learning
Builder platform. Organizations will have until the end of
the year to complete their form.

Meeting planners know that by partnering with destination
organizations when planning meetings, they save time and
effort—ensuring the success of their events.
In 2019, the DMAP Board of Directors will initiate an effort
to educate and inform meeting planners of the benefits of
working with DMAP approved organizations. We want them
to know that DMAP means the organization isn’t taking any
shortcuts when it comes to meeting the needs of planners.
Planners that partner with an accredited organization can
expect the highest quality in products and services, including:
• Qualified lead distribution, destination information and site
		 inspection facilitation based on their specific needs
• Business referral, attendance promotion and post-event 		
		evaluation services
• Professional communications and procedural efficiency 		
		 and effectiveness carried out by professional, proficient 		
		 and well-trained staff
We will remind the meeting planner community that to
maintain this esteemed accreditation, the organization must
undergo a renewal process after four years and a complete
application process after eight years that demonstrates their
continued adherence to DMAP’s high-level industry standards.

